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Abstract—Object detection in remote sensing, especially in
aerial images, remains a challenging problem due to low image
resolution, complex backgrounds, and variation of scale and
angles of objects in images. In current implementations, multi-
scale-based and angle-based networks have been proposed and
generate promising results with aerial image detection. In this
paper, we propose a novel loss function, called Salience Biased
Loss (SBL), for deep neural networks, which uses salience
information of the input image to achieve improved performance
for object detection. Our novel loss function treats training
examples differently based on input complexity in order to avoid
the over-contribution of easy cases in the training process. In our
experiments, RetinaNet was trained with SBL to generate an one-
stage detector, SBL-RetinaNet. SBL-RetinaNet is applied to the
largest existing public aerial image dataset, DOTA. Experimental
results show our proposed loss function with the RetinaNet
architecture outperformed other state-of-art object detection
models by at least 4.31 mAP, and RetinaNet by 2.26 mAP with
the same inference speed of RetinaNet.
Index Terms—Object Detection, Aerial Image Detection,
Saliency Bias Loss, RetinaNet
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep neural networks have been applied
to many areas and have achieved huge success in different
domains such as image classification [1]–[3], object detection
[4]–[11], and remote sensing [12]–[15]. Although the past
decade has brought many advances in object detection, it
remains a critical and challenging problem. For instance,
CNNs have been applied to image classification problems in
ImageNet [16] and surpassed the error rate of human vision
ability; however, the best-performing object detection model
on the COCO dataset [17] only achieved around 40 mAP even
when the IoU of the ground truth box and predicted box is
just 0.5. With the performance improvements of DNN models,
the inference time of the model is another critical metric to be
evaluated. Therefore, two types of object detectors are popular
in the computer vision domain: one-stage and two stage de-
tectors. The current state-of-the-art object detectors are based
on a two-stage, proposal-driven mechanism. In general, the
first stage generates the potential location of each target object
using a R-CNN [4], while the second stage classifies each
candidate location as foreground or background and adjusts the
coordinate of each candidate using a CNN. However, in real
applications, the inference and training time is usually slow
since the networks are complicated. In another approach, a one
stage detector has had a simpler architecture while achieving
similar accuracy. One stage detectors, in general, will apply
over regular and dense sampling of object scales, locations,
and aspect ratios, such as YOLO [8], SSD [11], and RetinaNet
[18]. Each of these demonstrates promising results with faster
speed, a simpler network, and similar accuracy of two-stage
object detectors. RetinaNet [18] even outperforms one of the
best two-stage detectors, Faster R-CNN [5], with a relative 4.0
mAP improvement in COCO data [17].
Fig. 1: Sample Image of DOTA. It demonstrates the variation
of scale and angles of objects in aerial images. Harbor, Plane,
Small Vehicle, Large Vehicle are the objects that need to be
detected.
With the development and success of DNNs, deep learning
has been applied to the sensor data domain in the past several
years, including bio-sensors [19], [20] and remote sensors
[12]–[15], [21]. However, sensor data has its own character
which is different from conventional object detection datasets.
For example, even though the aerial images collected by
remote sensors look like natural images and all the objects
can be recognized by a human, there are 3 characteristics of
objects in aerial images, as shown in Fig.1. (1) Objects in aerial
images often appear with arbitrary orientations depending on
the perspective of sensor platforms. (2) The scale variations
of objects in aerial images are much larger than conventional
image datasets, and many small objects are crowed in aerial
images. (3) The background of some aerial images is clear and
simple, while others have a more complex background. These
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characteristics are not typical of images in conventional object
detection datasets. Based on these properties of aerial images,
object detection in aerial images is a challenging problem in
the computer vision and remote sensing domains. Moreover,
in the real applications of aerial images, inference time is
an important evaluation of models because sensor devices are
dynamic capture.
Here is the problem: How to get better results for aerial
images using object detection algorithms while decreasing
latency speed? Based on the properties of aerial images,
recent work demonstrates rotation-based [22], [23] and multi-
scale-based networks [?], [22] which focus on solving the
first two challenges found in aerial images. These models
demonstrate significant improvements in aerial image object
detection. However, many of these contributions adopt a more
complicated network architecture which may reduce inference
speed. In this paper, we propose a novel loss objective
function, Salience Biased Loss, that can be used to address
the third challenge found in aerial images. We improve the
performance of state-of-the-art object detectors while retaining
the same inference time. Our new loss function treats all input
images differently, focusing training on a set of complicated
images that prevents the vast number of easy cases from
overwhelming the converge of cross-entropy loss of the model
during the training phase. In order to apply this novel loss
function in an experiment, we modify a simple dense one-
stage detector, RetinaNet [18], to generate SBL-RetinaNet. In
order to evaluate the performance of the model with our novel
loss function, two public datasets were used, DOTA [21], (a
large-scale object detection in aerial images) and LBAI [24]
(Little Birds in Aerial Imagery). Experiments show that our
proposed loss function in SBL-RetinaNet outperforms other
state-of-the-art object detectors. It outperforms RetinaNet with
post-tuning [18] by 2.26 mAP on DOTA data and yields a
1.31% improvement on LBAI data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces related work of object detection, with an emphasis
on the techniques related to object detection on aerial images.
Section III presents the theory of Salience Biased Loss and
the architecture of SBL-RetinaNet. Section IV describes the
ablation study and experimental results on DOTA and final
results on LIBAI. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper,
conclusion, and main contribution.
II. RELATED WORK
Two major approaches are popular in the object detection
domain. The dominant approach in modern object detection
is based on a two-stage approach which generates a set of
proposed targets and detects the bounding box and label for
each proposed region. The second approach is using one-
stage model applied over regular and dense sampling of object
scales, locations, and aspect ratios to generate the location
and label for each target object. Both of these approaches can
be used in aerial image object detection; however, due to the
special character of aerial images, a more suitable design of
the experiment is necessary.
A. Object Detectors with Conventional Images
In recent years, SSD [11], YOLO [8] and RetinaNet [18]
have been proposed to achieve better performance in object
detection. Most of one-stage methods have better inference
speed, but their accuracy trails that of two-stage methods.
However, recently RetinaNet [18] has achieved better perfor-
mance on both speed and accuracy compared with state-of-
the-art two stage models, Faster RCNN [5], with a 4.0 %
improvement on COCO data [17]. RetinaNet [18] combines
the advantages of the SSD [11] and YOLO [8] networks by
performing a multi-layer feature extraction and then feeding
them into a box and class sub-network to generate final
outputs. To avoid the class imbalance problem, RetinaNet [18]
uses Focal Loss which is to address the one-stage detector
problem in which there is an extreme imbalance between
foreground and background classes during training.
However, many more popular detectors use a two-stage
detection paradigm. The first model used is a R-CNN [4],
which uses selective search to generate a sparse set of region
proposals that may contain all objects while filtering out the
majority of negative samples. In the second stage, a machine
learning classifier is applied to classify the proposals into
foreground and background. As R-CNNs [4] become more
and more popular, more advanced two-stage networks such
as the Fast R-CNN [25], Faster R-CNN [5] and FPN [7]
were developed. Different region proposal strategies such as
RPN [5] and FPN [7] have also been used for region proposal
generation.
B. Object Detection in Aerial Images
Extensive work has been devoted to detecting objects in
aerial images, drawing upon recent advances in Computer
Vision and partially due to the high demands for accurate aerial
image applications. Most work tries to use object detectors
that have achieved good performance in natural images and
apply them into aerial images. However, due to the previously
discussed properties of aerial images, some of this work can
not be directly transferred. Thus, recently, researchers [13]–
[15] have proposed different approaches based on fine-tuning
networks pretrained on ImageNet [16] and COCO data [17]
for detection in the aerial image domain. Since most objects in
aerial images are quite small, such as small vehicles, so that
researchers in computer vision for small object application
majority focus on the aerial images with fine-tuning and
modified object detector on natural images.
C. Hard Example Mining
In general, mining hard positives enables the model to dis-
cover and expand sparsely sampled minority class boundaries,
while mining hard-negatives aims to improve the margins of
minority class boundaries corrupted by visually very similar
imposter classes. In general, random sampling techniques are
used to ameliorate the class imbalance problem [26]. Recent
works demonstrate mining hard example would be able to
improve the performance of imbalance classification problem
[27]. In addition, in two-stage detection, after generating
multiple proposals from selective search using a R-CNN [4],
the classifier needs to make a correct classification of all of
the positive and negative proposals. Hard negative mining
is necessary in this phase and results in good performance.
Recently, Online Hard Example Mining (OHEM) [10] has
been proposed which is an online bootstrapping algorithm
for training region-based ConvNet object detectors like Fast
R-CNN [25]. OHEM simplifies training by removing some
heuristics and hyper parameters and leads to better conver-
gence. In the one-stage detector context, specifically SSD [11],
the ratio of positive and negative with random sample which
leads to a faster and more stable training.
III. SALIENCE BIASED LOSS
In this section, we propose a novel loss function, Salience
Biased Loss, which can be used to improve performance of
state-of-art object detection models with the same inference
speed of model. Our novel loss focuses on training on a
set of complicated images and prevents the vast number of
easy cases from driving the converge of loss of the detector
during training phase. The second part of this section will
use RetinaNet to derive a deep learning network architecture,
SBL-RetinaNet, which is used to evaluate the effectiveness of
our loss function.
A. Salience Biased Loss
In current implementations of object detection, the majority
train on all provided images and then converge the multi-task
loss function in order to locate and label the object. However,
this kind of training strategy may impose potential problems.
All input images are treated equally in the training phase so
that the trained model may focus on the majority of easy cases.
In the inference phase, due to variation of test images or the
complexity of natural images in the real application, the model
may fail to generalize and not perform accurately in many
cases. To avoid this issue, hard example mining may be a good
solution. Researchers focus on the difficulty of instance or
number of objects for each objects to improve the performance
of network. In this paper, we use the salience of images to
represent the complexity and propose a novel loss function,
Salience Biased Loss, which will treat each image differently
during the training phase. We introduce it beginning with the
cross entropy and Focal Loss.
CE(p, y) =
{
−log(p), if y = 1
−log(1− p) otherwise (1)
where p is the probability output by the model for foreground,
and y is ground-truth class. For convenience, we use CE(p,y)=-
log(pt).
pt =
{
p, if y = 1
1− p otherwise (2)
From the curve of cross-entropy, we notice that even very
easy examples may incur a loss with non-trivial magnitude
such that all these small losses my overwhelm the rare
class loss when the number of easy samples is large. In
order to avoid the class-imbalance and easy/hard example
problem in the middle one-stage detector, recent work has
uses Focal Loss to improve the performance of classification
of foreground/background. Focal Loss can prevent the easily-
classified negatives from overwhelming the majority of the
loss and dominating the gradient. The idea is pretty straight-
forward: introduce a weight factor α for foreground and 1-α
for background to avoid an imbalance. In addition, adding
another module factor (1− pt)γ to cross-entropy loss with
tuning parameter γ is necessary. The reason is that if the
example is mis-classified, the module factor will be near 1
and the loss function will remain constant; however, if the
example is in the correct class, the module will scale the
weight near to 0 so that the importance of the easy class in
the loss function will be dropped diminished. With the tuning
parameter γ, the scale of importance of the module factor can
be tuned based on the experiment. Recent work suggests that
γ=2 and α=0.25 results in the best performance in natural
image object detection. The loss function then becomes:
Loss(p, y) = α ∗ (1− pt)γ ∗ CE(p, y) (3)
where γ=2 and α=0.25 in our experiments.
After addressing the imbalance and easy/hard problem in
the middle of the object detector, we consider how to scale
the difficulty of input images in order to prevent simple
cases from overwhelming loss converge. We define simple
cases as those whose images with a simple background and
little noise information, and hard cases as those which are
more complicated than simple cases. Detecting the difficulty
of images is very challenging without human labels. Some
existing works use Edgebox [28] to determine the complexity
of images, like WiderFace [29]. This may not be an optimial
solution because it requires too much computation and is hard
to decide which is the best threshold. In the DOTA data,
we use a pretrained deep learning architecture to decide the
complexity of images. Our idea is that there will be more noisy
information if there are more activated neural in reception field
of each layers. The state-of-the-art deep learning architecture
has been trained by large-scale data, ImageNet [16], and the
capability of network can learn the features of normal object
in the images. Based on this condition, we use a network
pretrained by ImageNet [16] as a salience estimator and then
extract features from different convolution layers to represent
the complexity of images. This yields a representation of
complexity of images such that:
S =
1
C ∗W ∗H
C∑
c=1
W∑
w=1
H∑
h=1
fc,w,h(x) (4)
where S is the average activation indicative of salience level
of input images, x is the input image, fc,w,h is a vonvolution
block with output of dimension W*H*C. Based on this for-
mula, the easy case has less activated neurons and will result in
a smaller value. Each image may have a varied representation
of complexity due to the different scale of convolution blocks
in deep learning architectures. We consider all of them together
Prediction from Class subnets
×
Focal loss
Saliency Biased Loss
+ + +
Average pooling & Normalization
Class labels
s
Input image
C2
conv
conv
Fig. 2: Salience Biased Loss. The bottom (green) network is RetinaNet. The top architecture (blue) is salience estimator
network. In top path, C2 is the activation of conv2 of ResNet50. Salience Biased Loss will be generated by multiplying the
Focal Loss of the bottom network with the average activation of the salience estimator.
in our experiments since it captures a multi-scale view for each
image and we will see which part of scale have the biggest
affection on single image.
Once we consider the complexity of each image, one
common way to use this information is to augment training
samples by up-sampling if the sample is hard cases. However,
this way will give more training burden and the loss is hard
to converge into global minimum if the data is augmented too
heavily. In our implementation, we put complexity information
of images into a loss function instead of focusing on doing data
augmentation. In the experiments, we set the complexity of
images as a weight function and include it in the classification
loss function. We call it Salience Biased Loss since the loss
is based on the salience information of each image and all the
training images are biased during the training phase. Our final
loss formula is below:
SBL(p, y) = S ∗ Loss(p, y) (5)
where SBL stands for Salience Biased Loss. The loss of easy
cases will become smaller when the S value is small. We note
two properties of the Salience Biased Loss. (1) When the loss
converges, the hard cases will contribute more, and the easy
cases will contribute less. Because the easy case will have very
small loss value, the loss will be down-weighted. (2) Since S
will be extracted from different convolution blocks, multi-scale
feature information will be included in the loss function. For
instance, the lower level features have larger feature map, and
each point in its feature map represents a small object in the
original images. If the value is higher, the noisy small object
information will be put into the loss function.
B. SBL-RetinaNet
In order to make Salience Biased Loss work, we use
RetinaNet [18], which is the state-of-art one-stage detector
to derive a network, called SBL-RetinaNet. As shown in
Figure 2, the main architecture is the same as RetinaNet since
our purpose is to keep the original network structure with
respect to inference time while using a different strategy to
improve performance. To make improve performance for aerial
images, some modification of models is still necessary. We will
present modifications made in a later session. Compared with
standard RetinaNet, SBL-RetinaNet adds one more pretrained
network and fixes all weights in the convolution block to
extract features from different convolution layers. In our
experiment, ResNet50 [3] is used to test the performance of
the model, same as the backbone in RetinaNet [18]. In terms of
feature extraction, the output of conv2, conv3, conv4, conv5 of
ResNet50 will be denoted as {C2,C3,C4,C5} for convenience.
These features are used to estimate salience complexity of
input images in our experiment. Each extracted feature will be
used as a weight into loss function to make training sample
into different scenario in training.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We present experimental results on the largest benchmark
dataset of aerial images, DOTA, and small object dataset of
aerial images, LIBAI. For all the ablation study will be tested
in DOTA dataset. Experimental results will be presented based
on both datasets.
A. Dataset
DOTA is the largest and most diverse published dataset for
multi-class object detection in aerial images. There are 2806
images in total collected from variety of camera sensors. The
images are mainly acquired from Google Earth and the rest of
them are from China Center for Resources Satellite Data and
Application. In this large scale dataset, 15 categories need to
be classified: plane, baseball diamond (BD), bridge, ground
field track (GTF), small vehicle (SV), large vehicle (LV),
tennis court (TC), basketball court (BC), storage tank (SC),
soccer ball field (SBF), roundabout (RA), swimming pool
(SP), helicopter (HC), and harbor. Across all these categories,
57% images are small objects which are within 50 *50 pixels
and others occupy different scales, making the task more
difficult than conventional object detection scenarios. The
DOTA dataset is split into training(1/2), validation(1/6), and
test (1/3) sets.
The LBAI dataset was provided by the Missouri Department
of Conservation (MDC). The images are taken for studies to
protect the living habitats of birds. The total dataset has 230
GB of data with 440 high-resolution images of 5760 pixels
by 3840 pixels. Many of the objects in LBAI are small (less
than 40*40) with a variety of colors, scales, shapes and poses
of the objects, as well as resolution of the background. Since
LBAI only focuses on the bird detection, there is only one
category needs to be detected.
B. Evaluation
In order to assess the accuracy of the detection method,
mean Average Precision (mAP) as for PASCAL VOC [30]
is provided for the DOTA dataset. For the final results, we
follow the original work in DOTA paper in order to make
a comparison with other state-of-art detectors. Based on our
experiments, we found different NMS strategies, like Soft-
NMS [31], are able to improve the test performance, however,
it may not be fair to compare with the original results provided.
In our experiment, we focus on the HBB task in DOTA and
set non-maximum suppression (NMS) as 0.3 for all categories
after generating results based on the predicted class. IoU ratio
of predicted and ground truth boxes are using 0.5, as fashion
in the object detection domain.
In terms of LBAI data, we also focus on the official way
in order to make a comparison with other state-of-art results.
In the LBAI paper, they use F1 score as final metrics, with
the NMS parameter also 0.1 since the object is too small. In
our experiment, we focus on LBAI-A dataset since that is the
most typical case for aerial image applications.
C. RetinaNet Modification
To make RetinaNet work with aerial images, modification
was necessary. In our final results, we also provide the results
of the original RetinaNet without any change to make compar-
ison. In terms of modification, without influence of inference
time, we only change aspect ratios to 1:3,1:1,3:1, and anchor
sizes 21,21/2,0.3. In our experiments, other modifications are
also tested, like modification of anchor numbers to 15 or 20
with a higher aspect ratio and anchor sizes, however, the results
are poor. The reason for extending the ratio of one edge of the
aspect ratio is that there are special categories such as bridge
or harbor which is a long rectangle in the DOTA dataset. We
use a 0.3 anchor size in order to detect small objects in aerial
images and to consider different scales of objects.
D. Ablation Study
1) Image Complexity Analysis: In our experiment, we use
a deep neural network to define the complexity of images.
When the background of an image has more noisy information,
the image will be more complex. In order to prove that
this assumption is correct, we use a heuristic method to
demonstrate different backgrounds of DOTA, as shown in
Figure 4. In Figure 4, it shows top 10 largest and smallest
values of salience information based on multi-scale of feature
maps of deep neural network. From the figure, it demonstrates
all top images are more noisy than bottom ones and shows
variation of scale of noisy information to describe global
information of images.
TABLE I: Evaluation of new min in Salience Normalization
new min Normalization mAP
0.3 Y 61.79
0.5 Y 63.48
0.7 Y 62.4
1 Y 62.51
- N 62.86
However, once we add this complexity information into loss
function, the gains in improvement are what we care about.
In our experiments, we use the modified RetinaNet [18] as
a baseline, and then extracted features such as complexity
information from the last residual stage C5 of ResNet50 [3]. To
make a fair comparison, all other parameters are held the same.
As we see from Table III, there is a 0.35 mAP improvement
from 62.51 to 62.86. When we run experiments multiple
times, the stand deviation for both models is 0.017 and 0.022,
respectively which means the 0.35 AP improvement is a
significant difference between new models and the modified
RetinaNet [18].
Fig. 3: Distribution of Salience information for each residual
block of ResNet50
2) Salience Normalization: We look into the distribution of
salience level for each convolution block. As shown in Figure
3, the difference of salience level of images is fairly minimal
such that no significant information can be used between easy
and hard cases. To address this issue, we apply normalization
to extend the difference between easy and hard cases. The
formula is below:
S′ =
S −min
max−min (new max−new min)+ new min (6)
where S is the original salience level, min and max are cal-
culated by training data before the training phase, new max
is set as 1, new min are in the list of (0.3,0.5,0.7). In our
experiments, we test the performance of new min with dif-
ferent values on the C5 residual block of ResNet50 [3]. Table
I shows new min set as 0.5 giving the best performance with
0.62 mAP improvement compared with the DOTA dataset.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 4: Multi-scale Salience Analysis. Top images in (a),(b),(c),(d) are the top 10 largest values from C2-C5 of ResNet50.
Bottoms in (a),(b),(c),(d) are top 10 smallest values. Each pairs of images in (a),(b),(c),(d) demonstrate the salience level for
the input data. All top images are more noisy than bottom ones. Compare across all top images in (a),(b),(c),(d), which shows
variation of scale of noisy information and provides a different angle of description of noise for images.
TABLE II: Evaluation of multi-scale features in Salience
Biased Loss
Conv Block C2 C3 C4 C5
mAP 64.77 64.51 63.32 63.48
3) Multi-scale Salience Analysis: To understand which
feature layers provides more useful information to our loss
function, multi-scale salience features are tested on the DOTA
dataset. In our experiments, we estimate salience level us-
ing C2-C5 from ResNet50 [3] with normalization. For each
block’s noisy information, Salience Biased Loss will be gen-
erated and then fed to RetinaNet [18]. In our experiments,
compared with modified RetinaNet [18], the salience level
generated from C2 provides the best results with 2.26 mAP
improvement compared with modified RetinaNet, as shown in
the Table II.
E. Training Detector
During our training phase, we run ResNet50 [3] as a
backbone of RetinaNet [18] with the same architecture as the
TABLE III: Results of DOTA test dataset
Models YOLO [8] SSD [11] RFCN [9] FR-H [5] RetinaNet [18] RetinaNet* SBL-RetinaNet
Plane 76.9 44.74 79.33 80.32 78.22 89.03 89.15
BD 33.87 11.21 44.26 77.55 53.41 62.14 66.04
Bridge 22.73 6.22 36.58 32.86 26.38 43.88 46.79
GTF 34.88 6.91 53.53 68.13 42.27 47.05 52.56
SV 38.73 2 39.38 53.66 63.64 73.57 73.06
LV 32.02 10.24 34.15 52.49 52.63 65.18 66.13
Ship 52.37 11.34 47.29 50.04 73.19 78.65 78.66
TC 61.65 15.59 45.66 90.41 87.17 90.86 90.85
BC 48.54 12.56 47.74 75.05 44.64 66.28 67.4
ST 33.91 17.94 65.84 59.59 57.99 70.26 72.22
SBF 29.27 14.73 37.92 57 18.03 35.07 39.88
RA 36.83 4.55 44.23 49.81 51 58.26 56.89
Harbor 36.44 4.55 47.23 61.69 43.39 68.93 69.58
SP 38.26 0.53 50.64 56.46 56.56 66.34 67.73
HC 11.61 1.01 34.9 41.85 7.44 22.16 34.74
mAP 39.2 10.94 47.24 60.46 50.39 62.51 64.77
∗ RetinaNet with modified anchor sizes and ratios
noisy information extraction part. The inputs are 1024*1024
for DOTA and 512*512 for LIBAI. We use Adam as the
optimization methodology. Two 1080Ti has been used in our
experiments with batch size as 2. Unless otherwise specified,
all models are trained for 200k iterations with an initial
learning rate of 0.0001, which is then divided by 10 after each
80k iterations. The training loss is the sum of Salience Biased
Loss and the standard smooth L1 loss used for classification
and box regression, respectively.
Fig. 5: Sample output of images of test data in DOTA (HBB)
F. Experimental Results on DOTA
We evaluate our SBL-RetinaNet with Salience Biased Loss
on the largest aerial image dataset, DOTA and compare
the performance on test data to recent state-of-art methods
including both one-stage and two-stage models. Result in
Table III demonstrate our proposed method achieves 4.31 mAP
improvement with the closest competitor, Faster R-CNN [5].
Figure 5 demonstrates the example outputs from the HBB
(Horizontal Bounding Box) in the DOTA dataset. Compared
with our modified models of RetinaNet [18], our Salience
Biased Loss can help to improve 2.26 mAP as compared with
not changing the original network architecture. Considered
with the inference running speed, without adding any more
parameter in network, the speed are the same as original
RetinaNet [18].
G. Generalization on LIBAI
As shown in Table 4, our algorithm also significantly
improves upon the baseline in LIBAI-A. Our proposed method
is better than other current state-of-art networks with a 2.73%
improvement on the F1 score, and also a 1.31% improve-
ment for the modified RetinaNet [18]. This suggests that our
proposed method has generalizes and generates competitive
results on the aerial images dataset.
TABLE IV: Results of LIBAI-A dataset
Models Precision Recall F1
YOLO v3 [32] 88.69% 90.85% 89.76%
SSD [11] 20.23% 86.9% 32.82%
Mask R-CNN [6] 77.2% 84.2% 80.5%
RetinaNet [18] 88.87% 89.81% 89.34%
RetinaNet* 90.64% 91.72% 91.18%
SBL-RetinaNet 90.74% 94.31% 92.49%
∗ RetinaNet with modified anchor sizes and ratios
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel loss function, Salience
Biased Loss, and developed a variant of RetinaNet called
SBL-RetinaNet. SBL-RetinaNet outperformed existing state-
of-art deep learning object detectors, significantly, with at
least 4.31 mAP improvement on the largest aerial image
object detection dataset, DOTA. The goal of this work is to
develop a new training strategy to actively weight training
images based on image complexities in order to improve the
performance of deep learning architectures without changing
inference speed. This paper proposed a new way to represent
image complexity as the salience information extracted from
convolution blocks of a pre-trained deep learning model. In the
future, salience level ensembles and local salience information
will be investigated further for aerial image object detection.
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